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Araya Mikasa

Araya Mikasa is a player character played by Immortal Cyan.

Araya Mikasa

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: Woman

Date of Birth: YE 44
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Pilot

Rank: Santô Hei
Pilot Ranking: C1)

Current Placement: 52nd Squadron - Screaming Specters

Physical Description

Serving as the canvas for her colorful, doll-like features, Araya Mikasa possesses an ovular facial profile,
defined by a slender, delicately-framed jawline and a small, daintily pointed chin. Slim cheeks and a
rather petite nose are set above her jawline, framing a pair of large, prominent eyes with excessively
long lashes. For this reason, it almost goes without saying that she has a great deal of trouble using
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microscopes! However, Mikasa’s most apparent feature are her lips, which have a plump, inflated
puffiness to their form, as if they were giant pillows around her mouth. Naturally, Mikasa tends to
accentuate them with glossy magenta volumetric lip paint which matches the color of her eyebrows. She
maintains these in the shape of dramatic, semicircular arches.

Mikasa has long and pointed ears, taking after those of an Elf. She does not have a tail.

Although her frame is svelte and diminutive, Mikasa's build is characterized by a severely feminine
geometry. Her neck, shoulders, arms, calves, and collarbones are skinny almost to the point of being
gaunt. She is gifted with a strikingly narrow, waspish waist, defined by a delicate abdominal musculature.
However, just above this area her shape balloons outward with the swell of her abundant breasts, each of
which are only slightly smaller than her head. Below, her hip and gluteal regions expand considerably
both in terms of width and depth. A large, bubble-like backside protrudes far out past her shoulder blades
while her hips broaden markedly past the width of her shoulders. To support her frame, Mikasa has
extraordinarily long legs and thick, yet compact thighs honed by daily workouts.

Specifications
Height 4'4“
Mass 95 Lbs.

Measurements 23K-13-342)

Eye Color Green
Eyebrow Color Magenta

Hair Color Light Blonde
Skin Color Alabaster
Lip Color Magenta

Personality

Primal Zodiac Personality Reference: Unicorn
Moe Archetype: Mild Chuunibyou

Possessing an energetic and agile manner, Araya Mikasa is innately charitable, tenacious, and outgoing.
These are traits which allow her to quickly build strong relationships with almost anyone she meets.
However, Mikasa is also prone to bouts of exaggeration, drama, and distraction, making her somewhat
zany and unpredictable. Even so, she very much craves attention, which is her primary motivation for
almost anything she does. In that regard, a promise of attention can dampen her dramatic tendencies
and make her quite consistent, ultimately keeping her moods stable when called for.

History

Created at the Virginia Fleet Depot, Araya Mikasa was inspired to become a fighter Pilot from the
moment she finished the first story mission in Void Dancer 9—an arcade-style space combat VCE game
which her friends introduced her to during socialization. After completing socialization, Mikasa committed
herself to becoming a Star Army Pilot and as such, preemptively studied for the various aptitude tests
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during her free time while undergoing basic training to ensure that she qualified for flight school. After
completing basic training, she went straight from Fort Hikari to Fort Shotou for pilot training. Upon her
graduation, Mikasa was assigned to the 52nd Squadron, which soon saw her embarked on a mission to
the Nashoba Sector…

Skills Learned

Araya Mikasa has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Star Army Pilot Skills
Aerial Football: Mikasa enjoys playing Aerial Football. She is quite fast with her inertia controlling
flight ability and as such, is very skilled as a winger.

Social Connections

Araya Mikasa is connected to:

Virginia
52nd Squadron - Screaming Specters

Inventory & Finance

Araya Mikasa has Star Army Standard Issue Items, in addition to the following:

3 Star Army Bodysuits, Type 42C
Star Army Aerospace Flight Suit, Type 32

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3,000 KS Starting Funds

Araya Mikasa's Mozu 1B

Mozu-Class Starfighter (1B)
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Type 43 Mini-Missile Launcher Alpha Anti-Mecha Compressed Aether Plasma
Type 43 Mini-Missile Launcher Beta Anti-Mecha Compressed Aether Plasma

Exterior Hardpoint Alpha Mini-Missile Pod loaded with Self-Guided Antimatter Mini-
Missiles

Exterior Hardpoint Beta Baby Torpedo - Antimatter
Exterior Hardpoint Gamma Baby Torpedo - Antimatter

Exterior Hardpoint Delta Mini-Missile Pod loaded with Self-Guided Antimatter Mini-
Missiles

Cockpit Standard

OOC Information

This article was created on 2023/03/12 12:50 using the namespace template.

In the case Immortal Cyan becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Araya Mikasa
Character Owner Immortal Cyan
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Teisenjou
Plots Frontier Skies
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment 52nd Squadron - Screaming Specters
Callsign Bubbles
SAOY Entry Year YE 44
DOR Year YE 44
DOR Month 9
Orders Orders

1)

Small Craft
2)

Equivalent to 28N-16-40 on a 5'2” Woman
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